Abstract-GMM supervectors are among the most popular feature sets used in SVM-based text-independent speaker verification systems. Most of the studies use only a single supervector to represent speaker characteristics, against a set of background samples. An alternative would be to divide the total training duration into smaller pieces to increase the number of supervectors for training the minority (speaker) class. Similarly, total test duration could also be partitioned, letting the final verification be made by majority voting over decisions on smaller durations. We explore the performance of speaker verification systems in terms of EER and minDCF by breaking down the input sequence into durations of 4 minutes, 1 minute and 10 seconds. We try different training/test data amounts to investigate the generalizability of this approach. Working on the CSLU Speaker Recognition Dataset, we show that the lowest error rates are obtained when the training supervector representative duration is set equal to that of the test samples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Support vector machines (SVMs) have been successfully applied to the text-independent speaker verification problem, and yield accuracies comparable to or better than the widely used Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs).
A variety of input features have been proposed as an alternative to acoustic vectors (i.e., MFCCs) for SVM-based speaker verification. In [1] , log-likelihoods obtained in the GMM/UBM decision are used as a two dimensional feature vector. A similar technique is named "speaker location" in [2] and [3] . An interesting idea to represent variable length utterances in a fixed length representation is the GMM supervector approach, which incorporates the generalization ability of GMMs into the discriminative SVM framework [4] .
The Speaker Recognition Evaluation (SRE) Campaigns by NIST are the main events which motivate speaker verification research. With the latest change in 2008, the applicants compete in 13 distinct tests (categories), each of which involves one of six training conditions and one of four test conditions, ranging from 10-second utterances to minutes-long conversations. The core test, which includes short2/short3 train/test conditions (formerly equivalent to 1conv/1conv) is mandatory. In this setup, training and test data contain either a two-sided telephone conversation of approximately five minutes total duration, or a microphone recorded conversational segment of approximately three minutes. In either case, the amount of speech for each target speaker is about 2-2,5 minutes for each recording. The effect of increasing the training data is investigated in 3conv/short3 and 8conv/short3 tasks, which have 3 and 8 such recordings, respectively [5] .
Adhering to the core condition, many systems which use GMM supervectors as input features construct an SVM classifier with a single sample per conversation side for each speaker class, with respect to a large number of background supervectors [6] , [7] , [8] . One might argue that only one single example may not be adequate to cover the subspace (region in the SVM space) that is dominated by that specific speaker's vocal characteristics. Besides, this causes SVMs to be highly imbalanced, which may result in instabilities in testing. A better approach for training would be to divide the training data into parts of smaller duration, and create multiple GMM supervectors from this collection. Moreover, test duration could also be split, which turns the verification process into a majority voting scheme over shorter segments.
In this study, we aim to determine whether and how to divide the training and test data into smaller parts, so that the speaker class may be better modeled by their supervectors, and that eventually leads to lower error rates. Generalizability of the results is investigated using different training and testing durations.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the background for modeling speaker characteristics. Basics of an SVM classifier and construction of GMM supervectors are given in Section III. We then present our dataset and tools in Section IV. Section V includes the experimental setup and results. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODELS A. GMM Setup
A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) consists of a weighted sum of K (D-dimensional) components, each of which is represented by a mean vector (µ) and a covariance matrix (Σ). The parameters, along with the mixture weights (ω) are estimated using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.
The probability of a feature vector x being generated by the k-th component of the mixture (the likelihood) is formulated as: 
where λ = {λ k } K k=1 and the mixture weights
Diagonal covariance matrices are preferred over full covariance matrices, because of computational efficiency and because they outperform systems with full covariance, especially when the amount of training data is limited [9] .
B. MAP Adaptation
It is common practice to derive each speaker model by adapting the parameters of a well-trained Universal Background Model (UBM), which is composed using a large amount of pooled speech data. Maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) adaptation may be used for this purpose. The procedure is based on the Bayesian estimation of model parameters, similar to the EM algorithm [10] , [11] . The aim is to linearly combine the parameters obtained from training data with those of the well trained UBM, via an adaptation coefficient which controls the balance of mixing,
where n k is the number of training samples that correspond to the k-th mixture component, and τ is a chosen relevance factor value [12] . The adapted parameters are calculated as:
Here, T represents the speaker's total number of training vectors,
represent the first and second order moments, and γ is a normalizing factor which ensures that all weights sum up to 1.
In speaker verification experiments, usually only the means are adapted; covariance matrices and weights are directly transferred from the UBM to each of the speaker models.
III. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES A. SVM Setup
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a binary generalized linear classifier, which aims to find a separating hyperplane that maximizes the margin between the nearest samples of two classes. Geometrically this amounts to locating the separating hyperplane in a perpendicular direction, midway along the shortest line separating the convex hulls of these classes. The samples inside and on the borders of this margin are called the support vectors.
The decision hyperplane (w, b) is expressed by the formula,
where w is its normal; and that all training data satisfy,
where y i 's denote the class labels, i.e., y i ∈ {−1, 1}. Solving this optimization problem with Lagrangian multipliers α i leads to the decision boundary:
If the data are not linearly separable, the objective function is reformulated by introducing slack variables ξ i , which allow some samples to violate the margin constraints. The problem that Equation 6 denotes then becomes:
Here, L(·) is a distance metric (generally the L1-or L2-norm) and C is a user-defined penalty (cost) parameter to penalize violations of the safety margin. A larger C leads to a narrower margin, thus fewer support vectors. SVMs can as well be adapted to create nonlinear boundaries between classes, by the help of the "kernel trick": Linearly non-separable data points in the input space are mapped by a nonlinear function φ(x) to a higher (possibly infinite) dimensional feature space, in which they are linearly separable. The decision boundary ( Equation 7) is then expressed as:
where the kernel K(·, ·) supports the Mercer condition and can be written as an inner product of the transformed data points:
The usual decision metric of an SVM classifier is the decision function value f (x) of Equation 9. The sign of f (x) determines the class of which x is assigned to, and the value itself shows how close the test sample is to the decision boundary.
B. GMM Supervectors
To use a whole utterance as a feature vector, we need some kind of a transformation which processes the acoustic vector sequence to output a single vector of constant dimension, so that variable-length utterances can be mapped to fixed-length vectors in the SVM space. The most popular feature extraction method for speaker verification which utilizes this idea in an SVM setup is called the GMM supervector approach, proposed by Campbell et al. [4] . The procedure is as follows: Acoustic features are first extracted from a given utterance. GMM training is performed by MAP adaptation of the means of the UBM model. The GMM supervector is then constructed by stacking the adapted means of each mixture component (appending one after the other) in a single high dimensional vector. For instance, for an adapted model of K mixtures and D dimensions, the corresponding GMM supervector is of size KD × 1.
IV. DATASET AND TOOLS
The CSLU Speaker Recognition Corpus (version 1.1), collected by OGI and published by LDC (catalog number LDC2006S26), has been used for the evaluation. The dataset contains telephone speech of 91 speakers, recorded in 12 sessions for over a two-year period. Utterances consist of answers to short questions, repetition of words, numbers and phrases, and a short duration of spontaneous speech. For each session there exists about 100 utterances for a total duration of 4 minutes on average. 44 male and 47 female speakers have participated in the collection [13] .
We selected 90 speakers (44 male, 46 female) and divided into three groups: UBM, background, and user sets. The UBM subset contains utterances of 20 speakers. The background subset is constituted of another group of 20 speakers, and provides samples of the SVM reference class (background class) and the impostors (cheaters who would like to get illegal access to the system by claiming a false identity). These two subsets contain equal number of male and female speakers. Finally, the last 50 speakers are labeled as the actual (registered) users for this experiment. The UBM model is trained with all 12 sessions of its 20 speakers. In the user and background subsets, the first 6 sessions are reserved for training purposes, while the other 6 are kept for testing.
To investigate the effects of the amount of training data on speaker verification performance, we have four training durations: 24 minutes, 4 minutes, 1 minute and 10 seconds per speaker. When training SVMs, these total durations are experimented in terms of collections of smaller durations. For example, 24 minutes may be expressed as 6 supervectors of 4min each (4min×6), or 24 supervectors of 1min each (1min×24) or 144 supervectors of 10sec each (10sec×144). Test duration is also varied over 4 minutes, 1 minute and 10 seconds, which in turn can be used as a whole, or expressed in shorter measures. Each possible combination of training and test partitioning setups will be called "protocols" throughout this paper. Since the actual recordings are much shorter in duration, they are clustered together in groups which have the indicated protocol durations.
The testing scenario is defined as follows: The test set consists of samples from both registered users and impostors. To arrive at a consistent decision, attention has been taken to equalize the number of total valid (legal) and invalid (impostor) attempts to the system. Some of these impostor attempts stem from registered users trying to access others' accounts and some from totally unknown speakers. The distribution of training and test data among sessions of the dataset is given in Table I .
GMMs are generated using The BioSecure Reference System BECARS/HTK [14] . This system includes three opensource software packages: HTK [15] for feature extraction, UNIANAL [16] for pitch, energy determination and voice activity detection, and BECARS [12] for GMM/UBM modeling. LIBSVM library is selected for the SVM implementation [17] .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup
Speech signals are segmented with 20ms Hamming window by 10ms frame shifts. 16 MFC coefficients are extracted from each frame and the energy parameter is calculated. ∆-MFCCs and ∆-energy are appended to this vector. To determine the frames corresponding to speech portions of the signal, voice activity detection is applied by bi-Gaussian modeling of the energy component. Next, the cepstral vectors are normalized so that they have zero mean and unit variance. Finally, the energy coefficient of the vectors is discarded and the frames corresponding to silence are deleted. In the end, we have a 33-dimensional vector for each selected frame. The acoustic vectors of each utterance group are processed to construct a 256-component GMM by MAP-adaptation from the UBM model (relevance factor chosen as 14). The mean vectors of these GMMs are finally used to create the supervectors. As each mean vector is also of length 33, we have 33 × 256 = 8448 dimensional supervectors.
For each speaker, we construct a one-against-background SVM classifier, in which the speaker class (positive class) is represented by a number of supervectors, derived by dividing the training data into collections of shorter durations indicated by the protocol stated in Section IV. Background (negative class) supervectors are accordingly formed from the relevant data subset. Since we have 20 speakers in our background subset, the number of background samples is 20×(number of collections). For instance, for the 4min×6 training partition case we have 6 speaker supervectors, each representing an utterance collection of 4 minutes in total, against 120 background supervectors; whereas for 10sec×144, we have 144 positive samples against 2880 negatives. We use the inner product linear kernel K(x, y) = x, y and set the cost (penalty) value as C = 1. The decision function value f (x) in Equation 9 is employed as the verification score. Wherever majority voting is applicable, the final verification result is the decision which has collected more than half of the number of votes.
B. Evaluation Criteria
The final verification decision on whether an utterance belongs to the claimed identity is given by comparing the output score to a threshold. Two types of errors may occur in this decision: Misses (false rejections) and false alarms (false acceptances). A miss happens when a valid identity claim is rejected, whereas a false alarm occurs when an impostor attempt is accepted. The tradeoff between false alarm and miss rates, denoted by P F A and P M respectively, depend on the threshold. By changing this value, it is possible to move over different operating points ( (P F A , P M ) pairs ) of the system. The plot which shows all possible operating points of a system plotted on a normal deviate scale is called the Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curve [18] .
Selection of the operating point depends on security requirements of the verification task. A highly secure system would prompt the user to provide another test sample before making a decision, to avoid false alarms. On the other hand, some applications may set the decision threshold too low especially if misses cannot be tolerated. To compare different verification systems, a traditional measure is the Equal Error Rate (EER), the operating point where P F A equals P M . Another measure to compare systems is the minimum detection cost function (minDCF) value. The detection cost function (C Det ) here is the official performance measure of NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation Campaigns and is a weighted sum of miss and false alarm probabilities [5] . Table II shows the EER and minDCF values of our SVMbased speaker verification experiments with respect to different protocols. The first and second columns indicate test and training durations, respectively. In testing, decisions are given considering the data as a whole (hence the ×1 in partitioning). Labels in the third column denote how the corresponding training data is partitioned. For instance, the label "10sec×24" means that 24 supervectors, each of which captures the parametric representation of 10-seconds-long utterance(s), are used for constructing the positive (speaker) class of the SVM setup. The number of negative (background) class samples in this case is 20 × 24 = 480. For each category (training / test duration pair), the lowest evaluation metric (EER and minDCF value) is shown in boldface. These values are averaged over 6 sessions, which contain different training and test data of the same speakers.
C. Training Data Partitioning
If we compare the results of each category separately we can deduce that for each category, except for the (1min/1min) case, the training partitioning setup that yields the lowest EER has a supervector duration equivalent to the test duration. For instance, in the category (4min/4min), the partitioning 4min×1 has the lowest error rate, whereas in (4min/10sec), using data in a 10sec×24 setting results in a more accurate verification decision. In other words, using only one single supervector is beneficial only if the verification decision will also be made over a similar duration to what the training supervector represents. The only exception to this deduction is the (1min/1min) category, where using 6 supervectors of 10 seconds each might be preferred over using a single supervector of 1 minute, although this does not result in a big reduction in error rates. The reader should also notice that there is not a direct correspondence between the EER and minDCF values in assessing the performance of the verification system. 
D. Test Data Partitioning
We now try to see how partitioning the test data affects verification performance. Table III extends the results in Table  II by adding several partitioning alternatives of the same test duration. For example, the test partitioning "10sec×6" means that we give the final decision not based on a single utterance of 1 minute, but by applying majority voting over 6 utterance segments of 10 seconds each.
Investigating the results, we conclude that in general, using the test duration as a whole yields lower error rates than dividing it into smaller pieces, even if this division creates equivalent durations to those of the training partitioning. For instance, let us examine the case (4min/4min). Implementing this test with the protocol (4min×1/4min×1) gives the lowest EER of 6.87, whereas using (1min×4/1min×4) or (10sec×24/10sec×24) setups can only achieve 8.45 and 9.93, respectively. Please note that these results are also higher than the outputs of (1min×4/4min×1) and (10sec×24/4min×1).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We implemented a GMM supervector based speaker verification system using the CSLU Speaker Recognition Dataset. We report the verification accuracies in terms of EER and minDCF values for several training and test data amounts. For each such case, we divided the total training and test duration into pieces of smaller durations, so that more than one supervector is generated for representing the speaker class in the SVM space, and that decision is made by majority voting.
The results suggest that if the testing duration is not equal to the training duration, it is better if the total training data is divided into smaller chunks, such that the duration of training supervectors are matched to those of the test. Only if the same amount of data will be used for training and testing, an SVM setup which uses one single supervector against a collection of background supervectors provides the highest accuracy. However, the contrary is not true: there is no need to match the test supervector duration to the training. Indeed, the longer the test segment, the lower the error rate.
In conclusion, the informativeness of the supervectors are determined by the duration of the test data. This result might be helpful especially for broadcast news indexing and meeting annotation applications which utilize a speaker recognition/verification system, where testing durations might be much shorter than the amount of data to train speaker models.
